
September 2019

You don’t have to be a member of Gateway Parrot Club to come.  We 
would love to have you as our guest.  You are welcome to bring your 
bird(s).  The only requirement is that your birds’ wings be clipped (for 
their safety).  If fully flighted, please keep them in a carrier.  Business 
meeting will be at 1:00, food served at 1:30; program at 2:00; raffle 

drawings after program.   See you on the 15th!



Fair Overview (Dick Grommet)
Thanks to everyone who came to the fair this year!  We had a few vendor 
cancellations the week before which was disappointing, but we hope everyone 
had a good time despite fewer vendors.  It is always fun to get together with bird 
friends and purchase things to make our birds and us happy.  Bird fairs are good 
places to purchase unique items. This year we had several artists selling some 
beautiful creations.  Despite fewer vendors, there was lots to see and do. 

I would like to thank Dave Kinkade  who went with Carole and I to the Machinists 
Hall on Friday for several hours to do much of the pre-fair work.  I would also like 
to thank Carole who spent many hours advertising the fair on social media, and 
many members who took flyers to  veterinary offices, stores, etc.   A special 
thanks to Karen Tabaka for creating all the awesome flyers, postcards, etc.

Christine Kinkade again did an excellent job organizing and purchasing all the 
food for the snack bar.  She wanted us to say a big “thank you” to her helpers, 
Jim Berk, and Dave Kinkade who volunteered the entire day.  Also to Georgia 
Fletcher who took care of picking up the bagels donated by Einstein Bagels in 
Webster.  The snack bar was so popular that they sold out of all the food and 
most of the beverages.  

Thanks to Dixie Danzeisen who had the responsibility of soliciting companies and 
organizations for donations to our raffles and silent auctions.  The companies 
who donated food were:   Lafeber, Pretty Bird, KT Fiesta, and Goldenfeast.  The 
Butterfly House sent three admission tickets and the Pasta Company sent three 
$10.00 gift certificates.  Also a special thanks to our member, Kathy Weber, for 
the lovely plant arrangements she donated for the raffle and silent auction.

Thanks to Renee Davis and her team who worked hard at the membership table 
and Beth Poll who was busy with her helpers at the admissions table.   Also 
thanks to Heidi Hellmuth for her informative seminar (see article below), 
recruiting volunteers, and managing the silent auction tables.  Dixie Danzeisen 
and Pat Seiler did an excellent job managing the raffle tables.  Thanks to all the 
volunteers and people who donated things for the raffle/silent auction and those 



who spent hours volunteering their time.  We appreciate all of you and we could 
not have done it without your help.    

We would like for you to come to our September 15th meeting to discuss the 
future of the fair and to participate in the discussion.   There is a trend nationwide 
that bird fairs are not drawing the attendees and vendors that once were so 
popular, especially in areas where there are bird stores.  If we decide to continue 
having the fair, we know for sure that we would have to downsize the space.  The 
Machinists Hall is a wonderful facility and they provide a great service, but it is 
too large for our needs.  Questions we will discuss at the meeting are:   Should 
we continue having the fair in a smaller location?  What can we do to bring in 
more vendors and attendees?  What can we do to raise money for the club if we 
don’t  have the fair?  Due to personal reasons, I will not be able to be the 
chairman next year so we will need a volunteer to take over this job if we decide 
to continue having the fair.  

Enrichment Action Planning (Heidi Hellmuth) 

At this year’s Bird Fair, GPC secretary Heidi Hellmuth led an interactive 
discussion on Enrichment Action Planning for parrots.  The model demonstrated 
is used at the Saint Louis Zoo as part of their enrichment process. 

The Enrichment Action Planning model has four steps: 

1) Complete a natural history questionnaire 

2) Identify natural behaviors from this information, and for each behavior 
ask: 

a. Are the animals able to express this behavior now? 

b. Is this a behavior we want to encourage? 

3) Prioritize five of these natural behaviors for special enrichment focus 

4) Brainstorm and list ideas for how to encourage these five behaviors 
through enrichment 



There are different lists of enrichment categories used by various zoos and 
animal facilities, the main categories discussed in this talk were: 

• Sensory – enrichment designed to stimulate the various senses – 
tactile, taste, olfactory, auditory, and visual 

• Dietary – this includes not only what is fed, but different methods of 
presentation, feeding schedules and locations, etc. 

• Environmental – refers to changes made to an animal’s environment, 
for parrots this can be perching, bowl placement, location of the 
cage, temperature, sunlight, wind or fans, etc. 

• Novel Objects – new and unique things to see, touch, manipulate.  
Also can refer to removing items for a period of time in order to help 
regain their novelty 

• Cognitive – anything that allows an animal to use their brain to figure 
something out or achieve a goal 

These categories are not mutually exclusive, for example, giving a parrot 
pomegranate in a feeder device could hit many categories – novel object as a 
seasonal fruit, dietary, sensory with the unique taste and texture of the seeds, 
and cognitive if it has to work at an foraging device to get the item out. 

Although there are parrot species throughout much of the world which may 
have different natural behaviors, a slideshow of parrots in the wild revealed 
that there are a number of natural behaviors that many parrots have in 
common.  As a starting point for the enrichment action planning, the group 
identified the following list of behaviors:  mating, foraging, vocal 
communication, eating/drinking, preening, flying, bathing, hanging upside 
down, walking/running, climbing, shredding/destroying, nesting, rearing of 
young, cuddling, hiding.   

The creative group chose the five behaviors below for brainstorming, and came 
up with the following ideas for enrichment to help encourage these specific 
natural behaviors: 

   1)Foraging 

a. Hiding their food 

b. Using foraging boxes/toys/devices and changing them out regularly 

c. Feeding whole food or large pieces to allow the parrots to tear it 
apart as they would with whole fruit in the wild 



d. Giving nuts in the shell to open on their own 

e. Put small amounts of food in lots of different bowls throughout 
their cage 

f. Attach/secure food so they have to pull off pieces to eat it 

2) Bathing 

a. Using warm water 

b. Pump/fine mist sprayer versus spray bottles 

c. Put food in a water/bathing dish to encourage them to go to it 

d. Take them in the shower 

e. Give them a choice of whether to bathe or not, for example use 
the shower/spray bottle/pump sprayer in an area where they can 
choose to enter the spray or stay out  

f. Use a vacuum cleaner, water/rain sounds, or bathe during 
rainstorms since this can entice some birds to want to bathe 

3) Shredding/Destroying 

a. Give a wide variety of easily destructible items 

b. Use food in/on/near them to encourage birds to go to and interact 
with these items 

c. Train them to tear/shred things  

d. Use balsa wood or other soft items that are easy to tear up 

e. Use interaction to encourage shredding, such as tug of war with 
paper/cardboard  

4) Hanging upside down 

a. Put food hanging from or under perches 

b. Use thinner perching that they can grasp with their foot 
completely around it for more stability/confidence to hang upside 
down 

c. Teach them to hang upside down (maybe start on the hand and put 
them on your lap or in another hand and gradually remove the 
support from underneath 



5) Vocalizing (the goal is encouraging positive-type vocalizations at 
appropriate times) 

a. Use music or TV/videos 

b. Nature sounds 

c. Other birds, bird sounds, bird videos 

d. Vocal interaction with our birds – singing or ‘screaming fests’ 

This was a very quick exercise, but even so a lot of great ideas were generated.  
All parrot owners are encouraged to learn about their parrot’s natural 
behaviors, as this information gives us a wealth of inspiration of how to offer 
them enrichment designed for their natural abilities.  Giving them 
opportunities to engage in species-typical behaviors and activities will help 
them to use their wild abilities, and give them a more interesting life in our 
care.

Below are photos that are examples of the five behavior priorities discussed in 
Heidi’s article above:







General Meeting Information
Come and enjoy the fun and bring a bird (as long as it is clipped).  It’s so 
enjoyable seeing all the different species of parrots and talking to other parrot 
owners.

You don’t have to be a member to attend, but we would love to have you join.  
Meeting starts at 1:00 and it will be a full afternoon of meeting, socializing, eating, 
program, and raffle.  For members who have not renewed their membership or 
who would like to join, please see Renee Davis, our membership chair person.  
She will be at the meeting to sign you up.  An annual membership fee of $20.00 
includes your family (two voting members) and brings you our monthly newsletter 
by email,  and helps us to provide special speakers and to support not for profit 
organizations.  Thank you for joining and helping support the parrot community in 
St. Louis.

We meet at Varietees Bird Store, 60 Meramec Valley Plaza, Valley Park, MO.  
Varietees  will be open in the afternoon so you can purchase bird food, supplies, 
toys, cages, play stands, etc.

We do have a raffle most months so if you would like to donate item(s), they are 
always welcome.  They do not have to be bird related.   We sell raffle tickets for 
$1.00 each or 6 for $5.00.

Did you know that the Gateway Parrot Club has a Facebook group page?   If you 
would like to join this group, search for “Gateway Parrot Club” in Facebook and 
request membership.  We have over 600 members!   Also check out our website 
at gatewayparrotclub.org    If you ever want to contact the club via email, go to 
our website, select “Contact,” select the board member you would like to contact, 
and send your message.

Chef Christine will be making and serving a Nacho Bar.  There will be nacho 
chips, nacho cheese, ground beef, jalapenos, black beans, black olives, sour 
cream, guacamole, and salsa.  Everyone can make their own nachos the way 
you like them. For dessert she will be making a fruit pizza.  As usual there will be 
water and an assortment of soda.   Please feel free to bring something to add to 
our food table.  We appreciate anything you would like to share.

http://gatewayparrotclub.org


Our calendar of programs is now complete for the rest of 2019.  If you 
have a suggestion for a program or a speaker you would like to hear, 
please talk to  Heidi Hellmuth, Carole Grommet,  or Dick Grommet.  



August 2019 AAV Bird Club News Release 
This article is for the use of member clubs only and is protected by U.S. 
Copyright laws. Use by any group or organization not currently enrolled in the 
AAV Bird Club News Release Program, is strictly prohibited. For longer 
articles, it is permissible for clubs to run as a 2-part article. 

What Parrots Want?!? Avian Foraging and 
Environmental Enrichment (Part 2 of 2) 
(Adapted from ExoticsCon 2018 Proceedings, Session #2297) 

By: Yvonne van Zeeland, DVM, MVR, PhD, DipECZM (Avian), DipECZM 
(Small Mammal), CPBC; Division of Zoological Medicine, Department of 
Clinical Sciences of Companion Animals, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, 
Utrecht University, The Netherlands 

Sensory Enrichment 

Sensory enrichment aims at stimulating any of the five senses: sight, sound, 
touch, smell and taste. For parrots, sight, smell and touch comprise the main 
senses, thereby emphasizing the need for provision of visual, tactile and 
auditory stimulation. Visual enrichment encompasses the provision of things 
such as moving toys, videos, mirrors or changing the position of the cage or its 
furnishings to change the parrot’s line of vision and view. Similarly, provision 
of different colored items can classify as visual enrichment, whereby it should 
also be considered that parrots are able to see in ultraviolet and fluorescent 
spectra. Auditory enrichment can be achieved by provision of noisy toys (eg, 
bells, stainless steel toys, baby or bird toys that say phrases), vocalizations of 



other birds, animals or humans, or radio (music) or television sounds. Tactile 
enrichment includes provision of manipulanda (ie, in particular those allowing 
podomandibulation like simultaneous manipulation with the beak and foot), 
offering various substrates, perching surfaces or toys of different textures. 
Finally, olfactory and taste senses can be stimulated by providing birds with 
different flavored foods or (natural) scents; however, the latter warrants extra 
attention as many fragrances (eg, candles, oils) can be harmful to birds. 

Nutritional and Foraging Enrichment 

Foraging is the act of searching for and consuming food. In the wild, parrots 
spend a significant portion of the day on foraging (ie, 4-8 hours per day). This 
type of activity is highly conserved throughout evolution, with many species 
(including parrots) being motivated to work for food even if the same food is 
freely available (ie, contrafreeloading). Foraging enrichment comprises the use 
of items or techniques aimed at stimulating the act of foraging. In contrast to 
other many other types of enrichment, which may lose their enriching effects 
quickly, foraging enrichment tends to remain stimulating to the animal for 
longer periods of time, and will help to satisfy the parrot’s behavioral need to 
manipulate items and forage. Studies into the effects of foraging enrichment in 
animals have shown that foraging enrichment is helpful to increase physical 
activity, provide cognitive stimulation, and alleviate stress, frustration, and 
boredom. Moreover, foraging enrichment has been found to be one of the most 
effective strategies to help reduce and prevent problem behaviors such as 
aggression, screaming, and abnormal repetitive behaviors (stereotypies, 
feather-damaging behavior). 

Over the years, several enrichment strategies have been developed to stimulate 
foraging behavior and increase the foraging times of birds and other captive 
animals. These include (but are not limited to): 

• Provision of smaller, more frequent meals in multiple bowls and/or 
locations (ie, increase spatial or temporal variability of feedin

• Scatter or hide food in the enclosure, or mix it with inedible items (ie, 
increase search time);  



• Provision of live prey to carnivorous or piscivorous species (ie, increase 
capture time); 

• Provision of foraging devices or puzzle feeders (ie, increase extraction 
time and provide a mental  
challenge); 

• Provision of vegetation, bones, ice blocks with food, whole food or 
carcasses (ie, increase the time  
to process and ingest food); 

• Increase of dietary fiber content (ie, promote satiety); 

• Feeding at irregular time intervals (ie, decrease the predictability of 
feeding times); or 

• A combination of two or more of the aforementioned options.

 
Of these, the strategies aimed at increasing spatial variability, search, extraction 
or process time are considered particularly useful for parrots and parakeets. In 
addition, the source of nutrition, or the food itself, can also function as 
enrichment (eg, by presenting different types of or novel foods, and varying the 
type of food offered over time or by using seasonal produce, or limiting 
provision of favorite foods to training or foraging activities). 

 
Enrichment: The Scientific Approach  
In recent years, several studies have been performed to study the effects of 
different types of enrichments on the parrots’ behavior and welfare, which 
revealed their potential to reduce abnormal repetitive behaviors and improve 
captive parrot welfare. Nevertheless, these studies do not necessarily reflect the 
actual value that parrots attribute to the enrichment provided to them. 

 
Various methods exist to study the importance of enrichment for an animal, of 
which so-called choice tests are considered the most informative. Of these, 



preference tests, in which the animal is allowed to choose between two or more 
environments which differ in only one feature, are probably the best- known. 
While using such tests it was found that parrots are highly motivated to work to 
obtain their food (contrafreeloading), thereby indicating that provision of 
foraging opportunities is essential for the parrots’ well-being in captivity. Other 
studies have focused on the parrots’ preferences for specific enrichment 
features, thereby providing an empirical basis for the development and 
refinement of enrichments. 

 
Aside from preference tests, so-called motivational tests may be performed. 
Such tests, also referred to as consumer demand studies, help to address the 
actual value and importance of a specific enrichment for an animal. In a pilot 
study regarding parrots’ motivation for various types of enrichment, it was 
found that parrots were highly motivated for social interaction with 
conspecifics and for space to fly and roam freely, whereas other enrichments 
were valued differently by the individual parrots. Results of the aforementioned 
studies help to formulate recommendations regarding the parrot’s living 
environment and further improve their welfare in captivity; however, 
preferences are likely to vary per species and individual, as these are primarily 
dependent on past experiences and personality differences. As such, 
veterinarians, behaviorist and caregivers are recommended to thoroughly 
evaluate the bird’s behavior and responses to the provided enrichments and use 
these observations to optimally adapt the captive living environment to the 
individual bird’s preferences and needs.  

There are several principles that should be consider when establishing an 
enrichment plan. 

Assessment Protocol 

Characteristic, Holistic:   The enrichment plan should be holistic (ie, each of 
the 5 enrichment categories: social, cognitive, physical, sensory and nutritional 
should be represented appropriately in an enrichment plan).



 
Characteristic, Goal-driven:  The enrichment plan should be goal-driven (ie, 
one or more goals should be determined beforehand to direct enrichment 
strategies and schedules for an animal). Goals may be both general (eg, 
increase exploration) or specific (eg, encourage podomandibulation). 

Characteristic,  Assessment:  The enrichment plan should be assessed both at 
the beginning and throughout time. Method of assessment may vary but needs 
to be adapted based on the behavioral goal. If the strategy is not satisfactory to 
meet the anticipated goal, modifications should be explored. 

Characteristic, Protocol:  The use of a planning protocol is highly 
recommended to ensure that the enrichment plan is goal-oriented, tested, and 
assessed regularly. 

### 


